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Our brand-new SIP SDK provides a powerful and highly versatile solution to add quickly SIP Session Initiation Protocol based dial and receive
phone calls features in your software applications. This is a complelte solution to enable developers to integrate it to an exsiting application or
project. Gnostice Print2eDoc SDK is the Software Development Kit for the Print2eDoc application, to programmatically control all the
configuration and final creation tasks of the software printer based electronic document creation device. NET library to mark image files JPG,
PNG, GIF, TIF and other with text, stamps, annotations, logotypes, EXIF text macros within your. The SDK provides several levels of service:
low-level functions, fill methods functions, project level services like creating or saving projects and rule level functions. The development library
contains a common DLL interface sagem morphosmart sdk download interfaces for C++ and. NET and COM developer of professional
PowerPoint-to-Flash solution, such as Online Collaboration, Online sharing of PowerPoint presentations, Application for presentation of
PowerPoint slide shows converted to FlashWeb Seminar, Desktop applications - say authoring tools, Presentation server platforms, Web-based
Authoring Tools, Web Conferencing applications, PowerPoint-to-Flash converting solutions and much. The SDK conaito PPT2SWF SDK for.
NET with corresponding documentation and examples C++, CDelphi.

sagem morphosmart sdk
Based on PC-based fingerprint identification technology, which ensure high reliability of the fingerprint identification, 1:1 and 1:N matching modes,
comparison speed up to 30,000 fingerprints per second. Supports Windows and Linux. Includes drivers for major fingerprint scanners and
sensors. C, C++, C , VB, VB. NET, Java, Delphi samples. Libraries and source code available. Windows API Hooking SDK helps you hooking
Windows APIs or functions in other Dlls, and replace the API function or Dlls' function to your own function, That is to say, intercepts Win32
functions and re-writing target function to easily custom and extend existing system or application's function, whether in an executable application, a
library, or the system's DLLs... Includes efficient components for sound recording, playback, encoding, decoding, mixing, resampling, reading, and
writing wave files, mixer volume controls access. Any option that can be configured in the novaPDF Printing Preferences dialog, can be also
configured with the COM interface, including profiles management. Gnostice Print2eDoc SDK is the Software Development Kit for the
Print2eDoc application, to programmatically control all the configuration and final creation tasks of the software printer based electronic document
creation device. Add spell checker capabilities to your Windows projects! With EffectiveSoft Spellchecker SDK this is easy. The development
library contains a common DLL interface and interfaces for C++ and. NET with corresponding documentation and examples C++, C , Delphi. It
may be linked to any Windows project. The spelling checker supports common English language dictionary size: 311,000 word forms and requires
about 4 MB of RAM. Wondershare PPT2Flash SDK is the Software Development Kit for flash developers to convert PowerPoint to flash with
full control of the flash movies for web application in a project. This is a complelte solution to enable developers to integrate it to an exsiting
application or project. With this fast and easy solution, developers can convert PowerPoint to flash for online collobration and online sharing of
PowerPoint presentations or even create... SolveigMM Video Editing SDK is composed of the editing components to be COM objects and
DirectShow filters, Visual C++, VB. PowerPoint to Flash SDK for. NET and COM developer of professional PowerPoint-to-Flash solution, such
as Online Collaboration, Online sharing of PowerPoint presentations, Application for presentation of PowerPoint slide shows converted to Flash ,
Web Seminar, Desktop applications - say authoring tools, Presentation server platforms, Web-based Authoring Tools, Web Conferencing
applications, PowerPoint-to-Flash converting solutions and much... TextGRAB SDK is a COM library that allows screen text capture in Windows
applications. You can use it to capture text from any application that doesn't provide communication API's in order to feed another program. You
can capture text from any part of any window including: status bar messages, Windows error messages and more, list controls, list views, menus,
any custom controls, etc. TextGRAB SDK is not an OCR based solution. SIP SDK - A powerful and highly versatile VoIP SDK to accelerate
development of SIP applications. Our brand-new SIP SDK provides a powerful and highly versatile solution to add quickly SIP Session Initiation
Protocol based dial and receive phone calls features in your software applications. The SIP SDK contains a high... NET and COM developer of
professional PowerPoint-to-Flash solution, such as Online Collaboration, Online sharing of PowerPoint presentations, Application for presentation
of PowerPoint slide shows converted to Flash , Web Seminar, Desktop applications - say authoring tools, Presentation server platforms, Webbased Authoring Tools, Web Conferencing applications, PowerPoint-to-Flash converting solutions and much more! GdTwain Pro SDK is a
TWAIN OCX control for developers to display and acquire images from TWAIN devices such as scanners, cameras and capture cards. With
GdTwain Pro you can fully control the image acquisition process and display the resulting image into a High Quality Viewer Control. You can use
an automatic document feeder, use the scanner interface, apply image filters and effects, control all the capabilities of a Twain device like

brightness,... GdPicture Pro OCX is a full featured Imaging SDK component to view, create, acquire, edit and print bitmap and vectorial image. It
supports many image formats like tif, jpeg, jfif, png, pdf, ico, wmf, gif, exif, bmp, dib, fax, emf, pnm, pcx. Images can be cropped, converted,
acquired from twain devices, rotated, combined, colors can be reduced, filters and effects can be applied. Watermarked text, lines, circles, curves
can be added... DTM Data Generation SDK is a Library and component for test data generation that allows the programmer, webmaster or
advanced user to add test data generation features to application, script or website. The SDK provides several levels of service: low-level
functions, fill methods functions, project level services like creating or saving projects and rule level functions. The SDK conaito PPT2SWF SDK
for. NET and COM developer of professional PowerPoint-to-Flash solution, such as Online Collaboration, Online sharing of PowerPoint
presentations, Application for presentation of PowerPoint slide shows converted to Flash , Web Seminar, Desktop applications - say authoring
tools, Presentation server platforms, Web-based Authoring Tools, Web Conferencing applications, PowerPoint-to-Flash converting solutions and
much more! Virtual Drive SDK allows to create and manage virtual disks that appear in Windows as regular disks. Virtual disk can be located
anywhere: on hard disk, network, random access memory, database etc. To do this on your own you need to develop a driver that requires deep
knowledge of operating system internals, and a lot of time for debugging and testing it. The conaito VoiceMail SDK is a powerful solution for
recording and sending voice messages from your websites to any existing Email client software. The recipient receives the usual Email message
with a link to Mp3 audio file. Key features: Record, send by Email and play mp3 file direct from website without any need for an... Watermarking
SDK is a native. NET library to mark image files JPG, PNG, GIF, TIF and other with text, stamps, annotations, logotypes, EXIF text macros
within your. NET desktop or web-application. Benefits: - built-in set of ready-to-use 15 watermark types: TextFitsPage, TextFitsPageDiagonal,
SimpleText, SimpleVerticalText, TiledText, TiledTextVertical, TiledTextDiagonal, Stamp, StampFitsPage, StampFitsPageDiagonal,
TextAnnotation, LogoImage,...

Enrollment fingerprint reader MorphoSmart MSO 300/301
NET XMPP apps that can be deployed to a variety of platforms, including Windows, Linux, Pocket PC, Smartphone and Flash. The SDK
conaito PPT2SWF SDK for. NET desktop or web-application. SoapBox SDK Studio 2010 is the only fully documented, open source, multiplatform SDK for integrating XMPP based communications into existing applications and building. PowerPoint to Flash SDK for. TextGRAB
SDK is a COM library that allows screen text capture in Windows applications. Images can be cropped, converted, acquired from twain devices,
rotated, combined, colors can be reduced, filters and effects can be applied. Wondershare PPT2Flash SDK is the Software Development Kit for
flash developers to convert PowerPoint to flash with full control of the flash movies for web application in a project. The conaito VoiceMail SDK
is a powerful solution for recording and sending voice messages from your websites to any existing Email client sagem morphosmart sdk
download. C, C++, CVB, VB. GdPicture Pro OCX is a full featured Imaging SDK component to view, create, acquire, edit and print bitmap and
vectorial image. It may be linked to any Windows project. Supports Windows and Linux.
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NET, Java, Delphi samples. NET and COM developer of professional PowerPoint-to-Flash solution, such as Online Collaboration, Online sharing
of PowerPoint presentations, Application for presentation of PowerPoint slide shows converted to FlashWeb Seminar, Desktop applications - say
authoring tools, Presentation server platforms, Web-based Authoring Tools, Web Conferencing applications, PowerPoint-to-Flash converting
solutions and much. Key features: Record, send by Email and play mp3 file direct from website without any need for an. This is a complelte
solution to enable developers to integrate it to an exsiting application or project. Watermarked text, lines, circles, curves can be added. SoapBox
SDK Studio 2010 is the only fully documented, open source, multi-platform SDK for integrating XMPP based communications into existing
applications and building. PowerPoint to Flash SDK for. Supports Windows and Linux. The SDK conaito PPT2SWF SDK for.

Enrollment fingerprint reader MorphoSmart MSO 300/301
Includes drivers for major fingerprint scanners and sensors. Supports Windows and Linux.

The spelling checker supports common English language dictionary size: 311,000 word forms and requires about 4 MB of RAM. Includes drivers
for major fingerprint scanners and sensors. The SDK conaito PPT2SWF SDK for. Windows API Hooking SDK sagem morphosmart sdk
download you hooking Windows APIs or functions in other Dlls, and replace the API function or Dlls' function to your own function, That is to
say, intercepts Win32 functions and re-writing target function to easily custom and extend existing system or application's function, whether in an
executable application, a library, or the system's DLLs. Add spell checker capabilities to your Windows projects. GdPicture Pro OCX is a full
featured Imaging SDK component to view, create, acquire, edit and print bitmap and vectorial image. Watermarked text, lines, circles, curves can
sagem morphosmart sdk download added. You can use it to capture text from any application that doesn't provide communication API's in order
to feed another program. SoapBox SDK Studio 2010 is the only fully documented, open source, multi-platform SDK for integrating XMPP based
communications into existing applications. NET XMPP apps that can be deployed to a variety of platforms, including Windows, Linux, Pocket
PC, Smartphone and Flash. It supports many image formats like tif, jpeg, jfif, png, pdf, ico, wmf, gif, exif, bmp, dib, fax, emf, pnm, pcx.

